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Internet-based Measurement of Visual Assessment Skill of Trainee Radiologists: 

Developing a Sensitive Tool  

Abstract 

Objective: 

Expert radiologists exhibit high levels of visual diagnostic accuracy from review of radiological 

images, doing so after accumulating years of training and experience. To train new radiologists, 

learning interventions must focus on the development of these skills. By developing a web-based 

measure of image assessment, a key part of visual diagnosis, we aimed to capture differences in the 

performance of expert, trainee and non-radiologists. 

Methods: 

Twelve consultant paediatric radiologists, twelve radiology registrars, and thirty-nine medical 

students were recruited to the study. All participants completed a, two-part, online task requiring 

them to visually assess 30 images (25 containing an abnormality) drawn from a library of 150 

paediatric skeletal radiographs assessed prior to the study. Participants first identified whether an 

image contained an abnormality, and then clicked within the image to mark its location. 

Performance measures of identification accuracy, localisation precision, and task time were 

collected. 

Results: 

Despite the difficulties of web-based testing, large differences in performance, both in terms of the 

accuracy of abnormality identification and in the precision of abnormality localisation were found 

between groups, with consultant radiologists the most accurate both at identifying images 

containing abnormalities (p <0.001) and at localising abnormalities on the images (p < 0.001).  

Conclusions: 



 

 

Our data demonstrate that an online measurement of radiological skill is sufficiently sensitive to 

detect group level changes in performance consistent with the development of expertise. 

Advances in knowledge:  

The developed tool will allow future studies assessing the impact of different training strategies on 

cognitive performance and diagnostic accuracy. 
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Introduction 

The accurate interpretation of radiological images in order to reach a correct diagnosis is at the 

heart of the expertise of a radiologist (1). Because radiographic images are part of the ‘first-line’ of 

diagnosis for traumatic medical conditions, the identification and localisation of abnormalities is a 

highly valuable area of clinical expertise. Accordingly, understanding the development of this 

expertise has attracted significant interest not only from radiologists striving to improve 

performance in the field (2–5), but also from psychologists, for whom radiology acts as an excellent, 

real-world assay of visual cognition and expertise more generally (6–10).  

Previous research has divided the visual expertise of the radiologist into two constituent parts; visual 

search expertise and cognitive or analytical skills (11,12). The first step involves perceptual 

interrogation of the medical image, noting any abnormalities. The second step analyses what has 

been noted within the clinical context of the patient’s presentation. While there is mixed support for 

performance differences in the first of these two steps when radiologists and non-radiologists are 

compared in tasks using non-clinical images (13,14), trainee radiologists must acquire both abilities 

to develop expertise in diagnostic radiology (15). 



 

 

Previous studies in visual search expertise have demonstrated that expert radiologists spend less 

time scrutinising each image than novices or trainees (12,14) and visually explore images in a 

different manner to trainees (7,14), suggesting that a more profound, strategic change rather than 

the simple accumulation of knowledge is the foundation of expert radiological skill.  Experts develop 

a robust memory structure that forms the basis of an extensive knowledge base and devise 

analytical strategies to assist them in correlating the clinical information and image data, allowing for 

superior information processing. Indeed, experts demonstrate recall superior to that of novices, 

especially when time is limited (16). 

The present study describes the development of a web-based behavioural measure of visual 

assessment using a library of paediatric skeletal radiographs. We aimed to assess the feasibility of 

the on-line and pragmatic interpretation of radiographs and to determine whether the collection of 

radiographs was of sufficient quality and sensitivity to allow future longitudinal visual tracking 

experiments. Our hypothesis, in line with previous literature (1,2,16,17), is that the consultant 

radiologists would perform more accurately across all measures, and do so while spending less time 

assessing a given image than the radiology registrars, who in turn would be better and faster than 

the medical students.  

Materials and Methods 

Study Design 

This was a web-based study using a bank of paediatric radiographs predominantly of fractures, but 

also including normal variants and congenital abnormalities. A computer-based task was developed 

to quantify the ability of radiologists of varying experience. The dedicated library of 150 skeletal 

radiographs was selected from 3000 radiographs obtained from XXX Hospital on children presenting 

to the Emergency Department over a six-year period (2008-2013), following trauma. The images 

were assessed separately by a consultant paediatric radiologist and a radiology trainee, each of 

whom made their assessment with access to the radiology reports – only radiographs in which there 



 

 

was no discrepancy between initial reporter, the consultant paediatric radiologist and the trainee 

were included (where available, follow-up radiographs were also assessed to help with the decision-

making). For each image, the veridical location of any abnormalities as documented on the picture 

archiving and communications system (PACS) was recorded for comparison against participant 

responses and (for the purposes of computing diagnostic accuracy), was taken as the gold standard. 

The two assessors, through agreement, subjectively graded each image into one of three categories 

of difficulty from the perspective of the second-year radiology trainee: easy, intermediate and 

difficult. Sixteen normal radiographs were included. All identifying details were removed from the 

images. Such a large library of images was curated in order that in future the same participant could 

revisit the task multiple times and be faced with a different sample of pre-assessed images, avoiding 

the possibility in a longitudinal study that specific image familiarity could explain any improvement 

in performance. 

To balance the desire to replicate clinical practice as far as possible within the task against the need 

to quantify performance as accurately as possible across the various cognitive demands of radiology, 

the task was split into two stages for each image – identification of the presence of an abnormality, 

and, if an abnormality was detected, its localisation.  

Delivery of the survey, image display and collection of participants’ demographic information were 

all managed by the on-line survey platform Qualtrics, augmented with custom Javascript for 

abnormality localisation measures. 

Participant selection and recruitment 

Twelve consultant paediatric radiologists (referred to from this point on as consultant radiologists or 

“CR”), all members of the European Society of Paediatric Radiology Child Abuse Taskforce, 

responded to an open invitation to participate in the study. Consultants reported having between 6 

and 31 years of radiology experience (mean 15, SD 6.7) and all were practicing within the UK or EU. 

Concurrently, twelve radiology registrars from across the five years of the XXX Radiology Training 



 

 

Scheme (referred to from this point on as trainee radiologists or “TR”), and thirty-nine medical 

students from The University of XXX Medical School’s five-year degree, who had not received 

radiology training (referred to from this point on as “MS”), were recruited. Power analysis was 

conducted to ensure that sufficient participants had been recruited, for testing at an α = 0.05 level of 

significance. All participants were recruited through email, ensuring that only those invited to 

participate could access the test web page. The reading environment, computer screen and time(s) 

of reading, were all left to the reader’s discretion. All aspects of the study were conducted in 

accordance with the ethical standards as laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. The study 

was approved by the University of XXX Psychology Department Research Ethics board. Participants 

were exposed to a full ethics and consent statement and provided explicit consent before 

completing the task. Participants were given the opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time 

by contacting the research team. The consultants were remunerated for their time, while the 

registrars and medical students were entered into separate draws to win a £50 book voucher.  

Procedure  

After consenting to the study, participants completed a short demographic section including years of 

experience. Via on-screen instruction, they were then briefed on the experimental task and 

encouraged to ensure they were not using a particularly small screen, before completing a practice 

set of image responses. The instructions were repeated at this point, and the participant then began 

the testing session proper.  

All participants completed responses to the same 30 images, 10 each of those previously ranked as 

easy, intermediate and difficult. Five of these 30 images had been assessed as not containing an 

abnormality, and these acted as ‘target absent’ images in the test, included to detect ‘false positive’ 

responses from the participants. This gave our test image set an abnormality prevalence of 83.3%, 

far greater than that found in a clinical setting, but not uncommon in psychological studies (10). All 

images were resized prior to data collection to maintain a constant image height (600 pixels) to suit 



 

 

web viewing. The order of image presentation was randomised across participants to avoid any 

order effects.  Date, time, computer, screen resolution and other related information was recorded.  

Participants were asked to identify both pathology and normal variants.  First, participants were 

asked to rank how likely they thought there was an abnormality on the given radiograph on a 6-

point Likert scale (definitely yes, probably yes, possibly yes, possibly no, probably no, definitely no). 

The time taken for this was labelled the “decision time”. If participants clicked any of the first three 

options indicating they thought an abnormality likely, then they were asked to indicate location by 

clicking the point(s) on the radiograph where they believed there was abnormality/abnormalities. 

Once satisfied, they clicked the submit button to move onto the next radiograph (the time taken to 

click the submit button was labelled the “localisation time”). Some images in the bank contained two 

projections of the same area (e.g. AP and lateral knee); in these cases, participants were instructed 

to identify and click to locate abnormalities visible on either or both projections. 

Data was collected on the accuracy of the participant’s identification of an abnormality – as 

compared to the reference answer for each image – the participants’ decision time, localisation time 

and accuracy of the participants’ localisation of each abnormality. Localisation error was calculated 

as the distance in pixels of the participant’s click from the reference location of the abnormality. A 

mixed ANOVA was used to test participant performance. Post-hoc testing was used to further 

interrogate significant differences – significance was defined as (p < 0.05). Statistical analysis was 

performed using SPSS version 20.  

Results 

Results of two observers were excluded for low task engagement (1 MS) and excessively long 

response times (1 TR). Therefore, results presented are for 12 CR, 11 TR and 38 MS.   



 

 

Identification task accuracy and inaccuracies  

Participants’ responses (Figure 1) were categorised as positive or negative with respect to an 

abnormality and the corresponding sensitivity (proportion of images containing abnormalities 

correctly identified) and specificity were calculated for each group of observers and for each image 

difficulty level.  

D’ (“d prime”) for each group was  then calculated to combine specificity and sensitivity (18), 

collapsing across image difficulty. Figure 2 shows the d’ across the three groups. This combined 

measure was significantly affected by group F(2,58) = 29.698, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝜌
2 = 0.506) and post hoc 

testing showed that only the sensitivity results of CR and TR were not significantly different (p = 

0.27), all other post-hoc comparisons were significant at the p = 0.001 level.  

 An unpaired t-test showed that the sensitivity of MS was not significantly different from zero (t(37) 

= 1.90, p = 0.065, Mdiff = 0.16, 95% CI = -0.01 – 0.33) suggesting a discriminative ability on the 

identification task which was indistinguishable from guessing. 

There were significant group differences (p<0.001) in true and false positive and negative rates as 

summarised in Table 1. 

 
 

Localisation error 

There was no significant effect of image difficulty on localisation error (F(2,116) = 1.705 p = 0.153, 𝜂𝜌
2 

= 0.056). Therefore, localisation error performance was analysed after collapsing across difficulty 

levels. CR and TR were far more accurate than MS in locating abnormalities, clicking on the image far 

closer to the reference location (mean location error CR = 46.26 (SD 18.8), TR = 43.27 (SD 22.99), MS 

= 97.98 (SD 35.38) pixels, F(2,58) = 21.185, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝜌
2 = 0.422) .  Post hoc testing showed that MS 

were significantly less accurate than CR (p < 0.001) and TR (p < 0.001), while CR and TR were not 

significantly different from each other (p = 1.0) – Figure 3A. 



 

 

Task Time 

On average, MS spent 15.8 sec (SD 8.5 sec) completing the identification and localisation tasks for 

each image making them faster than both TR (M = 20.7 sec, SD = 8.1 sec) and CR (M = 36.9 sec, SD = 

18.8 sec). There was a significant effect of group on total time spent per image (F(2, 58) = 16.383, p < 

0.001,  𝜂𝜌
2 = 0.361), which post-hoc testing confirmed was driven by the speed of the CR, who were 

significantly slower than both TR (p = 0.003) and MS (p <0.001). TR and MS were not significantly 

faster or slower than each other (p = 0.6) – Figure 3B.  

As Figure 3B shows, splitting the total time per image into the two component tasks – identification 

and localisation - there was a significant difference between groups in time taken on the first part of 

the task,  deciding if an image contained an abnormality or not (F(2,58) = 19.75, p < 0.001,  𝜂𝜌
2 = 

0.405), but no difference between groups on time taken to localise the abnormality on the image 

(F(2,58) = 2.27, p = 0.122,  𝜂𝜌
2  = 0.073).  

Discussion 

We present data from consultant radiologists, trainee radiologists and medical students to 

demonstrate that on-line testing is sensitive enough to meaningfully capture observer differences in 

diagnostic accuracy from radiographs, despite the near total lack of control over the conditions 

within which the task was performed and the hardware used by each participant to access the study. 

One important aspect of the hardware used for the task is screen resolution, which varied 

significantly between participants, and it is reasonable to suggest this may have impacted 

performance. However, at the group level, differences between the resolutions used do not predict 

task performance. On average, consultants used higher screen resolution than both the trainees and 

medical students, but there was no difference between trainee radiologists and medical students. 

This means that it is difficult to attribute differences in task performance entirely to screen 

resolution, either in terms of detection accuracy - where consultants did not outperform trainees 

despite the higher resolution of their screen, or localisation error - where trainees significantly 



 

 

outperformed the medical students on similar resolution hardware. Moreover, we are not able to 

comment whatsoever on the ambient lighting or broader testing environment each participant 

chose for their participation, which potentially may also have affected their performance to some 

degree. While caution should be taken, particularly in cross-sectional designs, when interpreting 

data from internet-based studies where so much is left uncontrolled, the results of this study show 

that overall accuracy followed the expected pattern based on the level of radiological expertise with 

the caveat that our task was, unusually, also completed more slowly by the most expert participants.  

It has previously been shown that the diagnostic accuracy of relatively senior radiologists for the 

detection of the subtle fractures of child abuse was low and that there was no correlation between 

years of experience and expertise, in spite of many experts being experienced (19). A further study 

demonstrated that UK radiologists perceive they would benefit from improved training in this field 

(20). However, to design and assess any such training, it is imperative to fully understand what 

makes one individual more “expert” than another and this study is the first step towards developing 

that understanding.  

Recent research has focussed on classification of the errors made by paediatric radiologists in visual 

assessment of radiographs (21). Our approach is to develop an easily deliverable, sensitive, and 

repeatable measure of the skill being acquired, by collecting image ratings from a wide set of experts 

and trainees and comparing behavioural markers of performance across levels of training and 

experience. This approach allows the development of rapid assessment and quantification of the 

underlying skill differences between the expert and trainees. In turn, results from such tasks can be 

used to drive improvements in training interventions. Such improvements to the design and delivery 

of teaching during the training of trainee radiologists would potentially allow the faster development 

of the skills involved in the visual assessment of radiographs, leading to better diagnosis of trauma 

and disease and allow expert levels of performance to be attained earlier in a trainee’s career, with 

resulting improvements in clinical performance and patient care. 



 

 

Consultant radiologists, experts in their field, outperformed their intermediary and novice 

counterparts. Medical students achieved the poorest accuracy score of the three groups. The d’ 

measure is a common and reliable statistic within psychological studies of visual search tasks (18,22). 

A higher d’ value suggests a higher sensitivity for the task, with both lower false positive and higher 

true positive responses required for higher d’ values. A d’ of zero reflects chance performance and 

would indicate the participant to be wholly insensitive to the task and just guessing.  In this study, 

MS performed so poorly as to be indistinguishable from chance. The MS had not received radiology 

training, so we are not surprised by this result, which does however support the use of the tool for 

future studies. Further support for the tool is found in disaggregated analysis, not reported here, 

which showed that both trainee and consultant radiologists’ abnormality identification performance 

reduced as image difficulty rating increased. 

One unusual result was the finding that consultant radiologists performed this task significantly 

slower than novice participants. This contradicts previous research findings (12) and runs counter to 

perceived wisdom on expertise development; as skill develops, both speed and accuracy improve 

(1,7). However, rather than propose our results genuinely suggest a revision to this position, it seems 

more likely that the open nature of our task left the participants free to perform the task at different 

levels of meticulousness. The near chance level of accurate performance in the novice group 

supports a view of these participants clicking through the task without the level of diligence shown 

by the consultants, resulting in far faster task performance. Future studies will need to address task 

engagement to ensure that participants at all levels of expertise engage with the task sufficiently to 

provide a reliable measure of their ability. That said, the current results support the potential of 

web-based assessment protocols, particularly either within a structured training program, where 

tutors can use the measures described here to evaluate trainees’ performance or as a self-

assessment program.  



 

 

The next step in this project is to use the library of validated radiographs in longitudinal studies of 

cohorts as they complete their training, and to add eye tracking experiments to examine changes in 

participants’ search strategies with increasing experience. This has been done in other contexts (23) 

and we will adapt these published methods to our needs in paediatric radiology.  

Conclusion 

The present study demonstrates that consultant radiologists performed far better than trainee 

radiologists or medical students in correctly detecting the presence of an abnormality on paediatric 

musculoskeletal radiographs. We show that a web-based delivery of the experimental task is 

sensitive enough to detect between group differences in performance.  Previous work has reported 

similar findings to these under laboratory conditions, and our results add to this literature. The shift 

to web-based testing, and the task design - which attempted to resemble clinical practice - may 

explain the discrepancies between the current results and those from previous studies, both in 

terms of variation in task performance within groups and in the pattern of performance between 

levels of expertise.  

Future studies will refine the testing platform and provide insight into the development of expert 

visual diagnostic abilities by radiology trainees through both additional physiological methodologies 

(e.g. visual tracking) and longitudinal studies of trainee cohorts. 
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Tables 

 
Medical 
Students 

Trainee 
Radiologists 

Consultant 
Radiologists 

True positive responses 14.24 (2.81) 17.00 (1.95) 19.83 (2.65) 

True negative responses 2.42 (1.13) 3.45 (1.13) 3.41 (0.90) 

False positive responses 2.55 (1.10) 1.55 (1.13) 1.58 (0.90) 

False negative responses 10.713 (2.72) 7.91 (1.97) 5.16 (2.66) 

 

 

Table 1 – Group mean (and standard deviations) of performance for responses to the abnormality 
identification task.  

 

 
Figures 

 

Figure 1 – A. DP and lateral L wrist. B. DP right hand. Example radiographs from the library as 
presented in the experimental task showing reference locations for abnormalities (red), marks 
placed by consultants (blue), trainees (yellow), and medical students (green). Figure 1A was graded 
as easy, and Figure 1b as intermediate. 



 

 

 

Figure 2 – Average d’ for each participant group for abnormality identification. Error bars show 

bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Figure 3 – Group differences in localisation error (A) and time spent per image (B). Medical students 

were far less precise in their localisation of abnormalities compared to the reference location for 

each image (A), while responding far quicker than the trainee or consultant radiologists (B). Error 

bars show bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals 

 


